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Borough not expected to make a profit on
concession trailers
By Haley Behre

BELMAR — Rent for the beachfront concession trailers may not break even like the borough originally hoped as
they are looking to give existing leaseholders a pro-rated rent for the summer season.

In late March, the governing body passed a resolution with a 4-1 vote awarding a contract for obtaining
temporary beachfront concession facilities for this upcoming summer. Councilman Jim Bean was the sole no
vote.

The resolution awarded the contract to US Mobile Kitchens, of Finksburg, Md., for three basic kitchen/food
trailers for a total of $131,250; one frying/grilling kitchen/food trailer for a total of $43,750; and one ice
cream sales kitchen/food trailer for $43,750.

All are rented for a five-month period.

A notice to proceed [NTP] was given for three trailers, and there will be a public bid for the remaining two
trailers at an upcoming council meeting.

That means that the other two trailers do not have to be rented.

The three trailers the borough is issuing a NTP on are for the three food
establishments — Jakes Crab Shack, 10th Ave. Freeze Out, and Annie’s Ocean Grill —
that have continued their leases at the beachfront. The two trailers for the public bid
are replacing those two food establishments, the Burrito Hut and Matisse, that
terminated their leases.

The borough originally said they hoped to break even on the trailers, which would
mean the trailers would cost $8,750 each per month.

According to Colleen Connolly, borough administrator, the rent for the trailers varies from lease to lease. Each
leasee will pay a pro-rated rate for every month the trailer is rented based on their existing lease, she said.

Mayor Matt Doherty said even if the borough does not break even on the three trailers, “when you look at its
entirety without those trailers there would be a drastic decrease in the experience of those coming to the
borough beach.”

He continued, “while we won’t make money and most likely won’t break even, it’s still a good business
decision in the context of the overall business of the beachfront.”

The expense for the trailers, as well as the revenue brought in for them, is in the beach utility, “so if it doesn’t
match, it doesn’t match,” Mayor Doherty said.

But “it will never be born on the tax payers,” he said.

If there is a difference between what the trailers cost the borough to rent and how much an existing leasee is
paying for that trailer, the borough will pursue reimbursement for that cost through the Federal Emergency
Management Agency, according to the Ms. Connolly.

The important goal is for the beachfront concessions to be back on the beach and able to operate, Ms. Connolly
said.
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According to the mayor, the two trailers being publicly bid will break even since the starting bid is $8,750 each
per month.

A public bid on the two remaining trailers is expected to take place the May 1 council meeting. The meeting
begins at 6 p.m. in borough hall, 601 Main St.
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